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1
HOME INTRUSION CONFRONTATION

AVOIl)AN(L’E SYSTEM

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
.»\Pl-‘l.lCA'l'I()NS AND DO(.TUMl‘iN'l"S

This application is a Continuation—In—Part of US. Utility
patent application Ser. No. 09r‘949.55l filed Sep. 10. 2001
now US. Pat. No. 6.993.417, and originally entitled “Energy
Smart Home System", commonly assigned with the present
invention and incorporated herein by reference.

This application is also based on Disclosure Document
Ser. No. 533894 filed on Dec. 10. 2002 under the USPTO

Disclosure Document Program, entitled “Video Security and
Power Control System". incorporated by reference herein. A
separate transmittal letter requesting that tl1is Disclosure
Document be retained has been filed with this application.

FIEILD OF Tl-Ili ll\lV'l.'iNTION

This invention generally relates to the field of electronic
systems for homes and buildings_. including systems for
home networking. home energy and appliance controls. and
home securityfsttrveillatice systems, with special emphasis
on energy monitoring, feedback and proliling. and in par-
ticular. the use of electrical junction boxes for purposes they
do not normally perform. Although many of the features of
this invention will be described in relation to a residential

home environment, it is understood that they are generally
applicable to many office and industrial building applica-
tions as well.

BACKGROUND

Many products have been introduced over the last 25
years for controlling electrical and electronic devices and
appliances within homes and buildings. It is well known to
use a variety of communications mediums to enable this
control (power lines. phone lines. and purpose built network
connectivity such as cabled Ethernet or wireless networks}.

More recently, it is known to extend this control to
connection via the Internet allowing a further degee of
remote control and communication. In addition. surveillance

capabilities have been added by using video cameras that
can transmit images to monitors in other parts of the
liomefbuilding as well as supplying these images to remote
locations via the Internet. Also, there is discussion that
future home and building appliances [washing machines.
refrigerators. etc.) will connect to the Internet such that they
can coniniunicate over the Internet directly. Among other
possible remote interactions, they can comrnuriicate their
condition and signal the need for service before breakdowns
occur. as well as enable diagnostics to be performed
remotely via the Internet.

The move toward home and building automation has not
necessarily been prioritized according to how the general
public accepts new thjngs—especially in light of the fact
that old habits are hard to break regarding how one deals
with power consuming devices in homes and buildings.
While most people may not be ready to have their lights and
appliances controlled automatically. there are other motiva-
tions that may move them toward installing a homelbuilding
monitoring and control system:

Saving money given increasing energy costs

Securitytsurveillancer‘Remote Care
The pervasive nature of home networking and Internet

connectivity

Expansion of home entertainment capabilities

U:
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40

45

50

55

60

65

2

Interaction of Monitoring;‘Feedback with Automated and
Manual Control

The psychological element is extremely critical in the
adoption rate of any system involving monitoring andfor
control. Letting a computer Control one’s liornefbuilding
appliances that in the past were controlled manually. is a
sensitive issue. A monitoring and feedback system is much
less disturbing or threatening. bttt for users who wish to add
some amount ofautomatic control, there must be a carefully
planned interaction between the two. It is not uncommon for
sortie lights in homes. and especially in oliice buildings. to
be controlled by circuits containing motion detectors. Invari-
ably, there are occurrences where the motion detector causes
the lights to be shut olfat the wrong time. This can easily get
annoying since, as is C0]]1l11t‘J11.ly known. it takes a multitude
of positive interactions to overcome the emotional eflect of
a single negative interaction.

Alternately. let’s say that there exists a local PC (Personal
Computer} running software for home automation and con-
trol. and a centrally controlled light switch that is pro-
gratnmed to shut (ill at 1:00 AM regardless of switch
position to ensure that it is not left on all night accidentally.

Now. let’s say the user has stayed up late and is in the
room with this switch. At the programmed time. the auto-
matic control system will shut oil‘ the power at the switch.
(It may signal the user some time prior to shutting oil‘ by
flashing the lights). To prevent the switch in question from
causing the user great aggravation. it must have the ability
to override the auto shutoffevent. If the switch has a transmit

capability such as that described below for EMAC‘ (Energy
Monitoring And Control) points. the user could. for instance,
toggle the switch or push a mode button alter the flashing
wanting (or if the light has turned off already). and that
action would be transtnitted back to the central controlling
PC to allow a revised scenario to occur. liven if the override

can be performed locally without interaction with the central
PC _. it is useful to transmit back to the central PC that the
event has happened to aid in avoiding similar user aggra-
vation in the future. For instance. the central control system
could “learn" and. in this case. delay the auto shutoff of that
particular light switch until 1:00 AM or later, or switch to a
motion detector-controlled mode after 1:00.

The most common fllecllanisrn today for controlling lights
is based on motion detectors incorporated into the control-
ling switch assembly or alternately incorporated into the
light socket assembly. These work fairly well in some
circurnstances-—especially in spaces where people seldom
go such as attics and closets. However, in primary living
areas. they can often cause a negative interaction with the
user. I3 or instance. the inventor installed a light switch with
motion detector at the entry to his living room. Unfortu-
nately. the detector’s range does not cover the entire room_.
thus occasionally leaving the inventor “in the dark". Were
there a multitude of motion detector; scattered around this

same room—cormntu1icating through a data communica-
tions link such that the light control circuit was guided in a
more informed manner (as described later in this inven-
tion} the inventor would be more positively illtuninated.

Interaction of Monjtoriiigil-‘eedback with AudioNidoo
Functionality

Although this invention deals primarily with energy use.
monitoring. feedback. and control, the overall system in a
given home or building may also deal with the distribution
and control of multi—1nedia information including audio and
video. Over time_. the communications link between the
IZIVL-‘KC points of this invention and the central controlling
device [usually a PC.‘ or Residential Gateway}. will have
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more and more bandwidth capability, such that this link also
becomes the primary means for distributing digital multi-
media information throughout the home or building. Thus.
there will be a coexistence, if not a functional link. between

the elements of this invention focused on energy monitoring.
feedback, and control, and elements focused on audiofvideo
integration and control. This transmission of audiofvideo
information can be for communications. security. or enter-
tainment purposes.

No Feedback on Energy Consumption
At the time of this writing, energy costs have risen

substantially and are likely to continue to do so. One of the
lirsl. and most important pfflbltlllls consumers are faced with
is knowing exactly where. and how much power is being
consumed in specific arcasfappliances in their homes and
buildings. Today's home and building automation systems
are much more focused on controlling than on providing
energy usage feedback. Meanwhile. the typical occupant
may have little or no idea of where the energy is actually
being consumed.

Simplistic Control ofHeating and Cooling Systems based on
Limited information

'l'oday’s typical control system for heating and cooling,
the traditional tltermostat. does not take advantage of net-
worked eonnectivity and the information gathering that it
affords. thereby missing the opportunity to provide a much
more comfortable and energy eflicient thermal enviroiunent.
Even today’s ‘‘programmable‘’ thermostat observes only the
temperature at it‘ s own location. It is therefore very common
for rooms or oliices not containing the thermostat to be
overheated or overcooled. Such rooms or ofiices waste

energy if they are not occupied. or make the occupants
ttticomtorlable if they are occupied.

Security Systems
The International Association of Chiefs of Police esti-

mates that between 95% and 98% ofall home-alarm calls are

false. costing police departments nationwide about $600
million a year. If a Security Company, or the Police. could
remotely view the interior ofthe home or building where the
alarm has just been activated, most of this money could be
saved. Security companies olfcr video surveillance, bttt the
systems are complex and expensive a11d 11ot easily adapted
to existing homes without extensive additional wiring and
adding provisions for mounting and powering the videocameras.

Intruder Confrontation Avoidance

Hundreds of innocent people are killed every year
because they confronted an intruder in their home. The
occupant may have owned a gun—the intruder may have
carried one—either way, the result was the same. I-Iundrcds
more are killed accidentally by friends and relatives because
they are assumed to be intruders. Most of these instances
could have been avoided if the “Security QuickV:ew" tech-
nology described herein had been available that was easy to
use, given the occupant is probably in bed and only half-
awake.

Conventional security systems don’t avoid confrontation
When a conventional alarm is set off, the occupant needs to
decide whether the alarm is false or not. If false. they need
to call their security service provider to prevent police
dispatch and possible false alarm fees. The result is that they
walk about the house checking for an intruder. So much for
safety.

Some security systems have integrated the security con-
trol pancl into a “smart home" control center, typically
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centrally located in the home (usually in a hallway near a
primary entrance or in the kitchen). and sometimes includ-
ing video surveillance capability. Unfortunately. these sys-
tems don‘t help when the occupant is awakened in the
middle of the night.

Most confrontations happen at night. liilher the alarm
goes olf or the occupant is awakened by a noise. Either way,
the occupant is in their bed in the master bedroom and is
groggy tmd barely awake. liven the brightest persons don't
think clearly at moments like these. Absolute “push-button"
simplicity is required to enable a quick and accurate decision
to be made. If there is a suspected intruder. there should be
a direct way to call 91] and also confirm the intrusion with
the security service provider. lt may be also desirable that an
intercom is available to broadcast a message to the intruder
that the police have been informed and that they should
leave immediately.

SUMMARY

Overall, the home system described in this invention
relates to the energy distribution systems in a home or
building. Much of the uniqueness in this invention deals
with the combining ofdiverse functionalities that heretofore
have not been combined in similar ways. Althougli the
digital comrnunications networks or links described in this
invention are typically based on eoninlunication by sending
signals through existing electrical power wiring (hence the
term “powerline cominunications"). not all embodiments are
restricted to this fonn of communications. I-Iowever. when

powerline communication is utilized herein. the result is a
system that uses electrical wiring for energy distribution.
monitoring. and control as well as security. audiofvideo
communications and entertainment. and general network
communications such as tile transfers and Internet connec-

tivity.
1.-lnergy consumption in n1ost homesibuildings today is

made up of both electrical power and some form ofoillgas
based power. Some homes and buildings use electrical
power only. This invention deals with both. although many
of the features described can be optionally used in different
combinations as desired by the customer.

A primary aspect of this invention is to provide a fonn of
“hiofeedbtick" for home and building energy consumption.
By providing easy to understand information to consumers,
they can adjust their usage of energy and still have nonnal
control of their power-consuming devices—-over time tran-
sitioning to automated control as they desire. Also. some
specific capabilities of this invention enhance the efl'ective-
ness ofautomated energy controls.

lilectrical energy is typically consumed by devices
attached to electrical junction boxes. These junction boxes
are typically proliferated throughout a home or building. As
a result. they become not only convenient locations to
measure and display electrical power consumption-— they
also provide a convenient means to proliferate temperature
sensors, motion detectors, and video cameras. The same
communications mechanism used for transmitting power-
related data is typically used for these additional function-
alities which aid in the enhancement of energy control (both
thennal and electrical] while enhancing security at the same
time.

This invention has the following primary goals regarding
energy feedback:

1) Provide “instant feedback" at the point of usage.
2) Provide electrical energy usage profiling with multi-

dimensional graphics on a centrally located PC. or
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Residential Gateway. lnclude both spatial usage and
usage over time. Transfer related infomration via the
lnternet as necessary and desired.

3) Provide thermal profiling on a centrally located PC _.
Residential Gateway. or Smart Thermostat. Use multi-
dimertsioiial graphics as useful or appropriate. Include
both spatial profiling and profiling over time.

-4) Provide more intelligent and eflicient thermal energy
usage by combining a multi dimensional thermal pro-
file with an enhanced and more intelligent (thennostat]
control system for heating and cooling.

Another object of this invention is to allow easy retrofit of
all corllponents into existing homesfbtlildings with tnittimal
or no modification to the htirliefbuilding or special skills
required on the part of the installer. This goal is greatly
facilitated by attachment to and communications through
existing electrical junction boxes.

Another object of this invention is to provide integration
of the energy feedback and profiling mechanisms with
various known andfor new types of control mechanisms.

A llornefbuilding system according to this inve11tio11 pro-
vides a unique solution for energy profiling and feedback.
while irtcluding network connectivity. energy control. sur-
veillance. corrununications. and entertainment functionality
as deemed necessary. uselirl. or desired. This invention
essentially creates a “bio-feedback" mechanism for energy
use_. covering both electrical and themral energy. through a
system a.rchitecttu'e that enables a more thorough and broad-
based gathering of energy related information. This infor-
mation is used by the occupant to allow manual control of
power consumption in a more informed and eliective man-
ner. and also to allow either partial or fully automatic control
of energy consumption to be more efi'ectively performed as
well.

For the nrost part. this invention takes advantage of the
pervasiveness of electrical junction boxes. typically imple-
menting power plug outlets and the wall switches. within
any home or building. These become convenient locations
for installing what are called EMAC [Energy Monitoring
And Control) points. As explained later. an IEMAC point will
typically contain one or more forms of energy sensor. often
containing both electrical current sensors and a temperature
sensor. Since ILMAC points typically reside at locations
having convenient access to electrical power. they are nor-
mally powered directly by this available source, and also
typically contain a digital communications circuit that com-
municates with the central computer. Residential Gateway.
or other data gathering andfor controlling device via power
line conununications. although other forms of data commu-
nications such as wireless can be used under the right
circumstances. This communication link then aliords a basic

backbone infrastructure for network connections in general.
EMAC points may also communicate with other EMAC
points as appropriate.

Thus. in an environment where network connectivity has
not yet been made readily available (typically referring to
the home environment). the installation of EMAC points
creates a local network infrastructure that can be built upon
before adding other capabilities in addition to normal com-
puter connectivity. These include facilities for enabling
home surveillance. security, and entertainment. Not all
EMAC points contain a “control" capability. In some cases
it is not appropriate due to the type of energy consuming
device that is connected, either because it must be “on" all
the time. or because it is already contnolled by some other
mecltanism {for instance a thermostat andfor relay}, or
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because the level of power consumption is high enough to
cause a control capability to be too expensive or inappro-
priate.

Wall switches for controlling lights are also convenient
and effective locations for mounting video security cameras.
There is usually a wall switch at the errtmrtcc to a room and
usually it has a relatively commanding view. Tire easy
proliferation of video cameras throughout a home or build-
ing, by way of installation at existing junction boxes. has
considerable security benefit. In particular, such a system
could allow a Security Company or even the Police to view
inside and around the home or building in the case of an
alarm being set off, so that a “false alarm” condition can be
determined without having to visit the location.

A variation on the system enables the user to deal with an
intrusion into their home without having to personally
confront‘ the intruder. Given the night-time nature of many
intruder events, a Display and Control console is disclosed
that is suitable for residing on a bedside table. typically in
the Master Bedroom, perforrning a remote viewing and
control function. Video cameras are placed around the
house. commonly residing at junction box locations as
described above. Various locations within the particular
home are represented by buttons such that the user can easily
choose the location(s) to be viewed and can verify. among
other things. the presence ofan intruder. Motion detection in
various rooms may be included (again. commonly installed
at junction boxes) which may alternately control which
rooms are viewed, and viewing can be enhanced by lights
controlled from the Display and Control unit, the power
control circuits for these lights actually residing at the
junction boxes that power the lights. Wireless or powerline
comtruniications are used between junction boxes and the
Display and Control console. User interface features are
included that are simple to operate when the user is l1alf—
awake. Surveillance and control features may be combined
with common bedside appliance functions including a clock-
radio. a television, or a telephone.

Wall switches are also convenient locations for incorpo-
rating intercom functionality. Wall mounted power plug
receptacles typically have a high degree of proliferation
within any room as a result of convention and also building
codes. Power plug receptacles are therefore especially useful
for gathering temp-erature information since their prolifera-
tion allows gathcring a thorough profile of the temperature
distribution within any room. Power plug receptacles are
also very convenient locations to offer network connection
jacks where any computer or network compatible device or
appliance may be attached. They are also convenient loca-
tions for adding motion detectors in order to provide a
proliferation of detectors in order to enable thorough cov-
erage of rooms not easily covered from a single vantage
poirtt.

EMAC‘ points dealing specifically with electrical power
consumption may also be added to the electrical breaker box
by:

1) Retrofitting EMAC capability into an existing breaker
box.

2) Adding smart (lib/IAC enabled] breakers to an existing
box. or

3} Having a replacement breaker box that has EMAC
points added in series with conventional breakers.

To eifectively provide the aforementioned “biofeedback
capability“ for energy consumption. this invention oflers
two forms o1'feedback—localfinstant feedback at the point
of use. and general profiling over hot'l1 time and space
provided to the user by software which typically runs on a
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central PC‘ or Residential Gateway. To assist in creating an
overall r11ulti dimensional model for a home or building,
capabilities are also described that enable either automatic or
semiautomatic identification of EMAC points and their
location within the home or building.

To allow a more effective. etlicient; and intelligent control
of thermal energy utilization. the concept of collecting
temperature information in a highly distributed mamter is
also utilized to enhance the capabilities of the traditional
thermostat transforming it into a “smart”. network enabled
thermostat.

BRIEF DIZSCRIPTION OF ’l‘III.i DRAWINGS

The present invention is described with respect to par-
ticular exemplary embodiments thereof and reference is
accordingly made to the drawings in which:

FIG. 1 shows an overall system view including power
distribution. conununications circuits and connectivity. cen-
tral controlling elements (local PC or Residential Gateway.
smart thermostat) and various forms of EMAC points;

FIG. 2 shows a typical wall switch assembly including an
ENIAC point;

F'IG. 3 shows a wall switch assembly including an IEZMAC
point with a variety of display formats for direct visual
communication of energy consumption;

FIG. 4 shows a wall switch assembly including an F.MAC
point with an alternative display format for direct visual
communication of energy consumption and local tempera-
ture. including a data read out and a suite of enunciators:

FIG. 5 shows a wall-mounted power-outlet assembly
including an EMAC point;

FIG. 6 shows a wall-mounted power-outlet assembly with
alternate functionality:

FIG. 7 shows an overall system view with emphasis on
connectivity through the Internet between the local system
and utility companies, security companies. and a data ser-
vice company supplying infomiation to specifically support
the configuration of the particular local system;

FIG. 8 shows one fonn ofconneetivity for video surveil-
lance where video information is transferred from EMAC

points to a central location in the analog fomtat. and are
digitized and compressed at that central location before
being supplied to the local PC;

FIG. 9 shows a network hub capability allowing lib/LAC
points having diflerent data rate transmission capabilities to
all talk to the local PC:

FIG. 10 shows a smart breaker box where a form of

EMAC point is used in conjunction with conventional
breakers to determine the amount of electrical current being
consumed by all devices that are wired to a particular
breaker;

FIG. 11 shows how an EMAC point can be retrofitted in
a standard. conventional breaker box. providing sensing of
all incoming and outgoing electrical current:

FIG. 12 shows how smart breakers incorporating EMAC
points can be retrofitted in a standard, conventional breaker
box:

FIG. 13 shows how an I-EMAC point is used in conjunction
with a conventional light bulb socket of the type typically
found in attics and garages:

FIG. 14 shows how an assembly including an HMAC
point is incorporated into a multi-outlet power strip;

FIG. 15 shows how an assembly including an EMAC
point can be connected to flow meters monitoring natural
gas or heating oil consurnption to allow conimtuiicatiort of
this information to a local PC;
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FIG. 16 shows a two dimensional layout drawing ibr a
typical home that has been fully instrumented with EMAC
points at wall switch and power plug locations as well as
some dedicated locations for directly wired devices:

FIG. 17 shows a two dimensional layout drawing for a
typical home including a detailed blow-up showing a pos-
sible visual representation for an electrical energy utilization
profile:

FIG. 18 shows a two dimensional layout drawing liar a
typical home including a possible visual representation for a
temperature profile;

FIG. 19 shows a two dimensional layout drawing for an
olfice environment with distributed tcrnperature sensors
corntntmicating through network connections with smart
themiostats;

FIG. 20 shows an EMAC-enabled wall-outlet having a
closure detection provision allowing the unit to determine
when a nearby window is open;

FIG. 21 shows an EMAC-enabled wall-outlet having a
closure detection provision allowing the unit to determine
wlien a nearby window is open, including wireless commu-
nication between the 1€MA(_‘ point and the closure detection
sensor:

FIG. 22 shows a portable or add-on EIVIAC wall outlet
assembly that can easily be plugged into an existing con-
ventional wall outlet and can also be easily moved to other
locations within a home or building;

FIG. 23 shows a portable EMAC identification unit that is
used in proximity to. or attached to. an UMAC point. When
operating in conjunction with appropriate position locating
apparatus. this device will assist the user in creating a two
dimensional layout map of a home or building while auto-
matically identifying the location of EMAC points;

FIG. 24 shows how a portable EMAC identification unit
might be used with multiple wireless transmitting beacons to
determine its position in a manner similar to that used in the
GPS (Global Positioning System} system:

FIG. 25 shows how audio information can be transmitted

to an F.M.1\C‘ point over the data connection and then be
converted to audible sound by circuitry which is powered by
the same power line that carried the data;

FIG. 26 shows how a full motion video panel display can
be incorporated into an EMAC‘ point allowing a multi—media
intercomfteleconferencing capability as well as viewing of
other areas of the home for surveillance purposes, in addi-
tion to displaying energy consumption and temperature data;

FIG. 27 shows how assemblies including FlVl.1\(..‘ points
can be serialized by use of a scanned, programmable wiring
matrix implemented on a PCB (Printed Circuit Board).

FIG. 28 shows an EMAC point that fitnctions as an
extension to an electrical junction box. providing a re-
creation of thejunction box interface. and including a video
camera and motion detector.

FIG. 29 shows a concealed pinhole video camera that is
incorporated into a conventional junction box face plate.

FIG. 30 shows security QuikV'icw functionality incorpo-
rated into a wall switch.

FIG. 31 shows security Quil-:View functionality incorpo-
rated into a bedside display and control console.

FIG. 32 shows security Q_uikV’iew functionality incorpo-
rated into a bedside display and control console with split
screen capability.

FIG. 33 shows security QuikView functionality incorpo-
rated into a bedside display and control console with a
clockfradio function added.
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FIG. 34 shows security Quik\/iew functionality i11corpo-
rated into a bedside display and control console with split
screen capability and a clocldradio function added.

FIG. 35 shows security QuikV’iew fiinctionality incorpo-
rated into a bedside display and control console with a TV
liunction added.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

"lhe diagram ofl-‘IG. I shows an architectural overview of
how the present invention might be implemented in a typical
hon1e or building. The incoming AC power line passes
tltrotlgli the Utility Company meter 1 on its way to one more
breaker boxes 2 before being generally distributed through-
out the home or building through conventional power wiring
3. Throughout the homefbuilding there are user-accessible,
electrical junction box power access locations such as wall
switch assembly 4 and power plug receptacle assembly 5. In
addition. there are power—consuming devices 6 that are
directly connected by way of interface module 7. Some.
most, or all of these power connection locations can be
implemented. within the scope of this invention. i11corpo-
rating Energy Monitoring And Control (EMAC) points.
Each EMAC poi11t contains at a minimum an energy sensing
capability (electrical. thermal. or both} and a digital com-
munications circuit enabling communication with a central
intelligence such as a local PC 9 (personal computer) or
Residential Gateway residing in the same homefbuilding.
Note that throughout this document. “local PC" is consid-
ered to be synonymous with “central PC" and “Residential
Gateway" in that they all represent a lbrm of centrally
located intelligence that may perform analysis. control. and
comnutnications functions. In today’s vernacular, a Resi-
dential Gateway is considered to be always iii the “ON”
condition and provides a constantly available connection to
the Internet 24:’? (24 hours a day and 7 days a week).
Depending on the particular installation. a local PC can be
“ON” for 24/7 and also perform this function. Alternately.
there may be an additional device that specifically performs
the Residential Gateway function shown as local PC 9. Note
that a “smart" thermostat can also be a hint‘: of “centrally
located intelligence” that cornrrutliicates with l'iMAC_' points.

Note that from the perspective of an EMACT point. a local
PC. a Residential Gateway. :1 Smart Thermostat. or a device
located somewhere on the Internet. as well as other EMAC

points. are all considered “remote devices”. Also. much of
the functionality attributed to local PC 9 can also be per-
formed by an intelligent device located at a difierent physi-
cal location and connected via the lntemet by way of local
PC 9 or some fonn of Residential Gateway.

In addition to these basic capabilities, l-EZMAC points can
incorporate a number of other additional functionalities. all
of which will be described herein. Also. although most
figures describing the capabilities of EMAC points show
current sensing as the means to measure electrical power
consumption. it is understood that to compute the true power
consumption. the voltage must also be known. If it is desired
to measure power consumption in an accurate manner that
correlates with the Utility Company power bill. then the
voltage measurement used for computing power consump-
tion should be made as close (from an electrical resistivity
standpoint} to the Utility Company power meter as possible.
Where any EMAC capability is included at the primary
breaker box location, a voltage measurement on the input
side would be a good location.
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Although not strictly limited to power lines. communica-
tion between EMAC points will typically be carried out by
signals sent over power lines since this medium is obviously
convenient at any junction box power connection location.
Where electrical devices are directly wired (not plugged-in
or switclied), interface modules 7 may be inserted to allow
the EMAC function to be perfonned. Other possible loca-
tions to insert EMAC functions include light bulb sockets,
circuit breaker boxes, and circuit breakers themselves. just
to mention a few]. Although power line communication is a
focal point of this invention. depending upon the evolution
of data comrnunication technology for the home or building
environment, it may become suitable to utilize other forms
such as Wireless Communications in the future. It may also
be that some forms of information. such as video in its

analog form. may be better suited to a wireless transmission.
Also. for systems implemented in office buildings. it may be
convenient to communicate by way of pre-existing network
connections such as Ethernet.

Anotltcr interface module 8 is used to connect between

the power lines and a local PC 9 to enable the communica-
tion function to be performed. Other intelligent devices may
also connect to this power li11e-based networking capability.
In addition to the smart thennostat 10 shown in FIG. 1. this

networking infrastructure backbone for the ltornefbuilding
can also be used to implement capabilities in the area of
home surveillance. home entertainment. or simply connect-
ing computers so that they may exchange data or connect to
the Internet 11. Although througltout the description of this
invention. reference will often be made to communication

between IIMAC points and a local PC 9, it is understood that
with the necessary functionality incorporated into an EMAC
poi ut, this communication could instead transfer infonnation
directly between an I?.M.1\C point and a website or other
entity via the Intcmct. I-EMAC points can also be capable of
transferring information among themselves. without having
to communicate with any central form of intelligence such
as local PC 9, a Residential Gateway. or the Intemet 11.

EMAC Points

Energy monitoring, local feedback. data transmission}
reception and control, along with other fiinctions {such as
video surveillance and/"or motion detection, and general-
purpose network connections). can be included at a variety
of locations within the homefbnilding. A few examples
include conventional electrical junction boxes where wall
switches. power plug receptacles. light bulb sockets, and
other power consuming andlor power-controlling devices
may be installed. Other possible locations for installing
EMAC functionality include circuit breaker boxes. or circuit
breakers themselves.

FIG. 2 shows how a replacement light switch assembly 12
attached to an electrical junction box might be implemented
to include EMAC functionality. A current sensor 13 mea-
sures the powcr to the load. These sensors can use any of a
number of known technologies including inductive or resis-
tive (current shunt). An optional control unit (ifpresent) can
optionally tum the power om‘ofl' or dim (for lights) in
response to a remote command. or can elfect various forms
oflocal control for dimming {for lights). Such control modes
and others. as well as their implementations—(often relying
on SCR (Silicon Controlled Rectifier) devices-—are well
known in the art. Also. various interactions that may take
place between a remote device (local PC 9. a smart ther-
mostat, or some remote device communicating via the
Internet 11} and a wall switch IIMAC point will be discussed
later. The implementation of any I.7.MA('_‘ point that includes
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a switch should always include a means for sensing the
switch position (open or closed), regardless of whether or
not current is flowing through it. There may be circum-
stances where a control element in the EMAC point has
blocked electrical current from passing through the switch.
however it is necessary for the position of the switch to be
communicated back to local PC 9 or to some other 11et—
worked device.

Where a power control function is included in an EEIVIAC
point. it is important that the EMAC point operate consis-
tently and predictably, even when the power to the home or
building fluctuates or goes ofl" and on. or when a problem
arises with a remote device that may issue control com-
mands to tl1e particular EMAC point. A “power—on—reset"
circuit should be included to insure the EMAC point never
gets “confused” by power fluctuations. Also. when the
EMAC point is operating in a mode where its function is
being controlled by local PC 9 or some other remote device.
the I:'.M:\C point may. from time to time. poll the remote
device to ensure that the communications link (and the
remote device) are still functioning properly. If the remote
device did not respond. indicating a possible problem. the
EIVIAC point should switch to its default mode--— for
instance. if there is a light switch. the power should be
applied according to the position of the switch.

The multi-digit display 14 shown in FIG. 2, as well as the
displays shown in the many other figures included herein.
may be used for many diflerent purposes. A few examples
are listed below:

1) Identify to the user the particular switch or outlet
assembly and the individual switcltesfoutletsfdevices
within the assembly

2) Display the current or power {I(Wt'tiine] being used by
the load at a switch. outlet. device. or breaker.

3) Display the cost per time of operating the load attached
to a switch. outlet. device. or breaker.

4) Display any mode-related information in response to
the optional mode button(s)_. in response to voice com-
mands. and.r’or in response to the central PC.

5) Display the temperature recorded by the temperaturesensor.

6) Provide feedback for calibration of the temperature
sensor. the optional video camera, or the optional
motion detector.

FIG. 2 also shows an optional video camera 15 as well as
temperature sensor 16. motion detector 1'? and intercom
capability 18 comprising tnicrophone 180‘, and speaker 18!).
Some implementations may allow a single transducer to be
used for both the microphone and speaker. Circuit 13::
shown in FIG. 2 includes a digital conununications circuit
containing all functionality necessary for data transmission
and reception. Circuit 13a also contains the power supply
necessary to power any circuitry within the assembly from
the available AC power located within the particular junc-
tion box, as well as any power control circuitry for an
electrical load connected to the assembly. In addition. 13::
contains all display driver functionality as well as any circuit
functionality necessary to interface with the optional video
camera - -including video digitization and compression
functionality. Various functionalities for video digitization
and compression are well known in the art.

FIG. 3 and FIG. 4 both show possible implementations of
this local display. In the case of electrical energy consump-
tion, the purpose ofthese displays is to provide instant visual
feedback to the user on energy consumption at the point of
use. W11:-.-n displaying temperature. these displays are a guide
to thermal energy elliciency by showing the user instantly
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where certain areas of the ltomelbuilding have been made
overly hot or overly cool beyond what is desired or neces-
sary thereby consuming excess and therefore wasted energy.

These local displays may have any number of digits.
depending on the specific requirement. The tnulti-digit dis-
play need not only be ofthe seven—segment variety as shown
in enlarged view 14a. One or more of the digits could be
alphanumeric (either with additional segments. or a full
matrix as indicated by 14!; and Me [e.g. 5x7, ?xl2. etc.]).
Utilizing more than a simple seven-segment capability may
provide a more infonnative and intuitive user interface. This
may be especially useful in displaying symbols like “S" or
“¢" in the scenario described below.

A key element of this invention is related to display
purpose number (3) listed above (“Display the cost per time
of operating the load attached to the switch. outlet. device.
or breaker."). The local PC 9 (or lntemet 11 directly) can
supply the current cost per unit of energy (kW, Thenn. etc.)
for the consumer’s hontcfbuilding which. in turn. is used to
convert the energy consumption level to a cost-per-time
parameter, for instance $t'month. Energy oost parameters can
be automatically accessed from time to time over the h1ter~
net. (Energy cost parameters could also be accessed directly
over the Internet by an EMAC function. if this EMAC
fimction was designed to incorporate enough intelligence to
directly access the Internet.) The energy consumption value
at the point of use is then displayed on the switch panel
thereby providing instant feedback to the consumer. The
conversion calculation from “current consumption" to “cost
per time" can be performed in the local controller at the
switch or at local PC 9. FIG. 3 shows how another alternate

form of the local display can be implemented.
In addition to the forms ofdisplay shown in FIGS. 3 and

4. it is also possible to utilize a generalized LCD matrix
display (discussed later with reference to FIG. 26) similar to
those now found in small wireless commtinication devices

andfor hand-held video games. Incorporation of an LCD
matrix display would allow a full motion video image to be
shown. further enhancing the overall system capability by
allowing the user to view images being recorded at cameras
elsewhere in the home from any room having an IEMAC
point with such an LCD matrix display. Since it is possible
according to this invention to also add surveillance cameras
which observe activity around the exteriors ofthe home. this
capabiiity to add video-capable LCD displays to I-ElMA(_‘
points is also useful to enhance the securityfsurveillance
capabilities of the overall system.

Both FIGS. 2 and 3 show optional control buttons 118 that
can be used to determine the form of the infonnation

displayed. andfor affect the operation of an EMAC function.
An alternative to using any control buttons on a11 EMAC
point and a way of adding additional ftmctionality is to
incorporate a voice recognition technology into the system.
This recognition function can be performed by hardware and
software contained within the IEMAC point. Alternately. it
can be performed without adding additional hardware cost to
the EMAC point itself by utilizing the microphone. such as
that required to implement intercom 18 in FIG. 2. This
microphone will receive voice information that in turn can
be digitised a11d sent to local PC 9 for analysis. Voice
recognition software is well known and can be trained to
respond well to the voices of the home's primary occupants.
This incorporation ofvoice recognition sottware can be used
for a variety of purposes i11 conjunction with EMAC points
including remote control of functionality at the particular
IZIVL-‘KC point receiving the voice command or alternately
controlling other IEMAC points within the home. Control of
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any Home Systems functionality by a user interfacing with
a particular EMAC point can alternately be accomplished by
some form of remote control receive-r—either IR (Infrared)
or wireless—that is incorporated into an EMAC point.

The display incorporated into an EMAC point can also be
used for displaying the temperature or other parameters.
Where more parameters are to be displayed than there are
digits or space available. the display can alternately display
dilierent parameters in multiplexed intervals. This is also the
methodology shown in FIG. 4 for displaying the power
consumption for each ol‘ multiple receptacles. Iinunciator
LEDs could be used or. if necessary. an additional digit can
be added to indicate the position of a particular receptacle
whose parameter is being displayed at the moment. To
indicate what type of information is being displayed andfor
what units of measurement are being displayed. other forms
of display means can be used. For instance, enlarged view
14d ol‘ display 14 in FIG. 4 shows that multiple entuiciator
icons 19 representing parameters or identifying power con-
suming loads (switches. outlets, etc.) can exist on the
display. The appropriate one(sJ ofthese enunciator icons are
then illuniinatedfhiglilighted depending on what energy or
temperature information is being displayed at the mo111e11t.
The display technology can be LED, LCD, gas discharge. or
any other available and appropriate technology. Depending
upon the display technology chosen. an additional display
driver chip 111ay need to be incorporated into the IEMAC
function.

Also shown in FIG. 4. are a number of optional functions
including temperature sensor 16. video camera 15. and
motion detector .1 7. I1‘ motion detection is desired. it can be

done through a standard sensor (usually IR). or could
alternately be performed by image analysis performed on the
video image either locally or remotely. Iiach method has
advantages and disadvantages.

The easy proliferation of video cameras throughout a
home or building. by way olinstallatioii at existing junction
boxes. has considerable security benefit. Since video camera
15 is connected to local PC 9 through a communications
link, it can be viewed remotely via the Internet after the
video information has been digitized and compressed. The
video camera can he statically motulted and include a
wide-angle lens and manually operated gimbal capability.
Optionally. the video camera could include a motorized
gimbal to allow remotely controlled movement (even via the
Internet). In many instances. it may be desirable to include
0nfOfi" switch 15a to control video camera 15 such that the

camera may be tumed otl' when privacy is desired. Infor-
mation tcgarding the position of this switch may also be
made available through the conununications link to local PC
9 andfor a remote device on the Internet.

Regardless of how the video camera is controlled. images
that have been transfemad to the central PC can also be

automatically moved to an ofl'~site webtdomain server for
storage. Thus. if the surveillance camera detects and cap-
tures images of an intruder or some important event. the
images will be preserved even if the PC in the l1oinc_r’buildir1g
is damaged, destroyed or stolen. A butler of tlie video
surveillance information storing video information for some
fixed period oftime into the past. can be stored at an ollsite
location. via the Internet. In a mode where the system is
armed for intruder detection, or alternately tied into a
conventional security system for intruder detection, and art
intruder is detected. this historical butler of the information

can be preserved to aid in the identification of the intruder
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and the recreation of the event. Any video infomtation
moved oflsite is probably encrypted to ensure the privacy of
the occupant.

The detection of a possible intruder can be performed by
the elements of this invention. by a separate conventional
security system. or both working together. Given the incon-
venience and expense of false alarms, the distributed video
capability ofthis invention. made easier to implement due to
its installation and comrntu'u'cations through existing jtu1c-
tion boxes. could allow a Security Company or even the
Police to view inside and around the home or building in the
case of an alarm being set oil‘. so that a “false alarm”
condition can be determined without having to visit the
location. To make such a capability acceptable to the occu-
pant. especially in the case of a residence. it would be
imperative that there exist a privacy mechanism [in soft-
ware) such that the local PC or Residential Gateway does not
allow any viewing by the Police or Security Company unless
an intruder detection alert is in progress.

In general. transmission and storage of video information
can be based on motion information derived from the motion

detectors i11 each room. If no motion is occurring. storing a
static snapshot taken at regular intervals may be completely
adequate. When motion is detected. the video infomiation
from that area of the home or building can be recorded
completely and butlcrcd. A remote interface via the Internet
coupling into this Home System can show a plan of the
home or building. wherein the user can see a two dimen-
sional map of where motion has been detected and also see
the most recent snapshots [in small “tl1umbnail“ pictures)
allowing the user to click on a room or camera location and
immediately see the live action video frotn that location.

Depending on the available bandwidth oi’ the connwtion
in the hoinefbuilding between the video camera and local PC
9, it may not be necessary to have full speedllive action
video to serve a useful purpose. Even a “jerlty“ picture or
one with reduced resolution may still constitute a very useful
function if it is available at a significantly lower price 2l.I'1(.l it‘
the low price allows a much more prolific deployment
throughout the l1omet'building.Also, regardless of the band-
width available to transfer digitia‘ced video images to local
PC 9 or directly to the Internet, the cost of the video camera
may be significantly reduced (with a corresponding reduc-
tion in image quality) by using a newly available video
sensor technology. I-Iere. video sensor arrays can be con-
structed on a standard CMOS semiconductor process and
potentially integrated onto the same chip with other func-
tions required to implement the various features of an
EMAC function. It may also be acceptable to use black &
white video if it is available at a 111uch lower price than color.

An alternative mechanism for sending video information
from an l33MA(.‘ point to local PC 9 and the Internet may
include analog video transmission from the l-EMAC point to
a device. located near local PC 9. which receives. digitizes
and optionally compresses the video as will be shown in
FIG. 8.

FIG. 5 shows an EMAC configuration similar to FIG. 2
except that it describes a power plug receptacle assembly,
containing at least one receptacle location 20. instead of a
switch. FIG. 5 also includes an optional video camera 15.
Note that according to this invention. any electrical junction
box is a possible location for installing a video camera. and
that when installed. the camera can be powered by the
source of AC power available at the jtuiction box. and the
video signal, alter being digitized and con1pressed_. may be
transmitted digitally by way of the available power connec-
tion to local PC 9 or some other remote device.
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FIG. 6 shows a power receptacle assembly similar to FIG.
5 except that optional network connection jack 21 is
included. This network connection jack can otfer standard
Ethernet compatibility. If the type of data transmitfreceive
link used to transfer information toffrotn the EM.-'tC point .3
and local PC.‘ 9 possesses a bandwidth capability compatible
with normal network data, it may be convenient and useful
to include this conventional network connectionjack as part
of the power receptacle assembly. Power receptacles are the
most proliferated form of wired connection points within
any home or building.

Also shown in FIGS. 5 and 6 are motion detectors I7.

Tltesc can be especially useful in filling in the “blind spots"
that occur if the only motion detector controlling a light is
located in the wall switch assembly. To avoid unwanted
detection of pet movement, the lenses for the motion detec-
tors on power plug EMAC points can be fashioned so as to
look to higher elevations for motion. Since power recep-
tacles are so proliferated. using these locations for installing
l.iMA(.‘ points provides a very thorough picture of tempera-
ture, motion. and even video, within the home or building.

Also shown in FIGS. 5 and 6 are circuits for controlling
the power available at receptacle 20 in response to com-
mands received front a remote communications link. In

some implementations of such a power controlling circuit.
the ntaximtuu allowable power that may be drawn through
the receptacle may be artificially lowered by the presence of
the controlling circuit. It therefore may be appropriate to
provide a physical mechanism for overriding or bypassing
the power controlling circuit such that the maximum allow-
able electrical current level for the plug receptacle is not
artificially lowered.

As an alteniative to the wired lithernet connection shown

in FIG. 6. a differeiit connection methodology to allow
devices or appliances within a particular room to commu-
nicate with an EMAC point for data communications would
be the addition ofa wireless transceiver to the EMAC point.
This can be done by having a small. optional module that
plugs into a connector on the EMAC point. deriving power
from. and comrnunicating with the EMAC point. while
contmunicating in a wireless manner with other devices in
the room. An example of such a wireless technology is that
currently referred to as “Bluetooth”. Many wireless tech-
nologies have a limited range within which they can operate
reliably. for instance 10 to 30 meters. The range of wireless
technologies can vary considerably, especially within a
home environment. depending upon the number ofwalls the
signal must pass through and the structural content of each
particular wall. Within a particular room. however. wireless
technology can be very convenient, especially when inter-
facing with a portable computer or entertainment equipment.
An example of a wireless communication module attached
to an EMAC point is module 65 shown in l-‘IG. 21.

FIG. 7 shows a possible overall cormection scheme for a
homer’building according to this invention where all IEMAC
points can connect with local PC 9 that. in turn. C0l11I'nlIt‘!.l—
cates via the Internet 11 where a central source of informa-

tion will supply energy cost rates and other utility—related
information. The central source of information could be a

Utility Company 22 or a third-party supplier such as Data
Service Cfontpany 23. Infomtation may also be transferred to
and from a Security (Tompany 24 such that any security
related infonnation such as surveillance video, motion
detector outputs, or windowfdoor open detection indications
may be viewed at the Security Company.

The overall system of FIG. 7 includes wall switcltes 4.
receptacle plugs 5, directly wired loads 6. and breaker boxes
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2 (both conventional and “Smart"—per FIGS. 10. 11, and
12). included in FIG. '7 is the potential for the Utility
Companies to provide a “Smart Meter” that would interface
with the lntemet 11 and could potentially communicate with
the system described in this invention. Also. as shown in
FIG. 11, a smart breaker box according to this invention can
measure the current entering the breaker box and therefore
is capable of checking the accuracy of the existing Utility
(fompany meter.

FIG. 8 illustrates the scenario where video information is

transferred from cameras contained at El\r1A(' points to a
central location using an analog transmission format as
opposed to digital. lliventually the cost of converting video
information from analog to digital and performing video
compression will be reduced to the point that incorporating
compression into each l?.lVL1\C_‘ location will be inexpensive.
Also. overtime. the cost of a high bandwidth connection
between EIVIAC‘ locations will also be greatly reduced.
I-lowever initially. it may be more cost-elfective to transmit
information as some form of analog signal to a central
location where these signals are converted to digital form
and the video compression andfor conversion technology is
shared among the different video sources. Such a mechanism
for sharing the video compression capability is shown as
interface module 25 in FIG. 8.

The video compression function 26 shown in FIG. 8 may
also be performed in the local PC 9 if the P(."s processing
capability is adequate. Also. as described earlier. the deter-
mination of which video signal to digitize and compress at
any given point in time can be made at the local PC by
examining the outputs of the motion detectors at the IEMAC
points from which the video signals are being sent.

FIG. 9 addresses the issue of how the data rate capabilities
of available I-LMAC points may increase over time. and how
the overall system will cope with this by olfering a multi-
data rate communications consolidation capability located
near the local PC 9. The capability of communicating
between local PC 9 and various EMAC points at different
data rates is also important since different types of EMAC
points may require different data rate capabilities even
though they’re all being purchased and installed at the same
time. For instance. an EMAC point that is controlling and
monitoring power consumption and temperature may
require only a very low data rate capability. EMAC points
that will offer networking connectivity capable of supporting
a broadband lntemet connection today might require a one
megabit per second capability. To olfer a normal 10 megabit
Etltentet connection capability, IEMAC points would obvi-
ously need to communicate at 10 rnegabits per second. To
transfer digital video would also require a reasonably fast
data rate. The cost of an EIVIAC point is therefore signifi-
cantly afli:cted by the data rate it must support, and therefore
the most cost-effective overall solution for the home system
may be to utilize EM./-\C points having a variety of data
rates. l-lence an implementation strategy such as that shown
in H6. 9 containing a form of a network hub 2‘? and
receiveltransmit units 28. which may all have dilferent data
rates, may be the appropriate solution to the problem.

A modular implementation for hub 27 can be constructed
where there exist slots designed to accept cards or modules
representing receiveftransmit units 28. each of which may
have a different data transfer rate capability. Besides having
a diflerent transfer rate, such modular receivettransmit units
may still each conform to an industry standard for powerline
communications. For instance. one might conform to the
X10 standard. one to the (.‘l:'l3us standard, and others con-
forming to newer standards such as those being studied by
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the Home Plug Alliance organization. or any future standard.
Such a modular approach allows the user to mix and match
capabilities as required -—producing the most cost-effective
and conveniently assembled home system. A modular hub
assembly as just described would have a host interface
circuit that could suppon a variety of output standards. sucl1
as stzmdard l.ithernet. USI3. andfor any other. and would
interlace with local PC 9 or a processor perfonnjng the
Residential Gateway fimction. or alternately a device
located somewhere on the lntemet.

FIG. 10 shows a “Smart” breaker box where each breaker

29 has associated with it an EM [Energy Monitoring) point
30. EM points located in breaker boxes typically contain the
current sensing. receive. transmit_. and possibly display
functions. but typically do not perform a control function.
Sensing temperature would also not be an appropriate func-
tion within a breaker box relative to providing useful a1nbi-
ent temperature readings. since there is usually a natural
build-up of heat within a breaker box. However. a ten1pert1-
ture sensor might be useful if tl1e user wished to know of the
occurrence ofan unusually l1igh temperature build-up within
the breaker box itself.

Information supplied by these EM points can be corre-
lated with information sent from EMAC points located
downstream ofeach breaker to assist in providing a clear and
complete picture of where all electrical power is being
consumed within the electrical circuit being served by that
particular breaker. 1’or some power-consuming devices that
are directly wired, inserting an EMAC point at the breaker
location may be the easiest way to retrofit the EMAC
capability.

FIG. 11 shows an altemate form of a “smart" breaker box

where the current sensing. display and connnunications
capabilities commonly associated with the lIilVIA(_' points of
this invention, can be retrofitted into a standard breaker box.
The retrofit EM (Energy Monitoring) control unit 31 stip-
ports the connection of multiple current sensing units 32.
including current sensor 33 which measures current entering
the breaker box from the incoming NC power line. Key-
board 34 on EM unit 31. if present. aids in the identification
ofthe particular breaker units in the box which is necessary
for proper processing of energy related data at the local I-’(.'
9. but also useful to aid the user in understanding which
breaker relates to which area of their home. It is a well-
known fact that in most homes. the correlation between

specific breakers and the energy use locations that they
supply is typically very poorly documented.

FIG. 12 shows an additional way to provide a similar
capability of installing liM capability without having to
retrofit the entire breaker box in an existing honiefbuilding.
Here. the feedbackfmonitor point functions would be incor-
porated into the circuit breakers 35 themselves wl1icl1_. in
turn. would fit into an existing. conventional breaker box.
Obviously, breaker-related EM points would concentrate on
electrical current measurement as their primary function.
Integrating the EM function into the breaker itself obviously
would require a high degree ofminiatur-iication. especially if
integral (and optional] display 36 is included.

It should be noted that in FIGS. .18. I1. and 12. all relating
to measurement of electrical current entering or leaving a
breaker box or other electrical distribution box. that the

ability to measure the incoming current with a reasonable
degree of accuracy will allow the user to correlate their
power consumption with that registered by their utility
company's power meter. as reflected in their power bill.
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Many utility company power meters are extremely old and
may not be consistent or properly calibrated, thereby over-
charging the user.

Also, relative to the breaker box solutions shown in FIGS.

.10. 11. 12. a particular installation may be done such that all
of the loads ‘‘downstream’‘ of a particular breaker do not
include EMAC points. In fact. for some breakers. no EMAC
points may exist downstream. 111 these circumstances. a
useful method for identifying the power consumed by con-
nected devices is to establish an signature" for cacti
device by turning on only one at a time. during a set-upi’
calibration process. and recording the typical energy usage
for each device. This “signaturc" may also include any
unique characteristics of the waveform shape for the ratnp—
up of the instantaneous electrical current consumption. or
the effect on the measured voltage waveform at the breaker
box. when the device is initially turned on. These “signa-
tures" can later be used for identifying the energy used by
particular electrical energy consuming devices when per-
forming an overall profile according to this invention.

FIG. 13 shows an EMAC point designed to work in
conjunction with an “old—fashioned" light bulb socket.
These sockets are still prevalent in attics auid garages today.
In addition to monitoring the power their light bulbs use
[they can easily be left on accidentally for long periods of
time). since they are located in attics and garages. they can
also provide an important thermal feedback function. Attics
and garages tend to act as heat reservoirs that can be a source
of energy in winter and a drain (due to fanfair conditioning
power consumption) in stunmer. Notice that IEMAC point 37
is somewhat remotely located from light bulb 38 to reduce
any thermal contamination from the heat produced by the
bulb. Intercept adapter 39 is included to divert the power to
lil\«L*‘\(". unit 37. which is separated from bulb 38 by thermal
isolation distance 40. Also. for the utiit ofF 1G. 13 to monitor
temperature and transmit that information to the central
computer. a power control function may be an absolute
necessity if the bulb is to remain off when light is not
required {especially important in the attic) depending on
whether the bulb socket is remotely switched or not.

To demonstrate that other forms of power outlets can be
adapted to include EMAC points. FIG. 14 shows how a
common power strip 41 can include these capabilities.
Another fomi of portable. add—on EMAC point is discussed
in FIG. 22 in more detail.

l'-'IG. 15 shows how the concepts described previously can
be extended to other forms of energy monitoringtfeedback
with an emphasis on oil and natural gas used to produce
themial energy. Flow meters 42 and 43 are inserted into the
line carrying the gastoil to the thermal energy—producing
device. The output of each flow meter is then connected to
interface modules 44 and 45 respectively that act as EMAC
points in a manner somewhat similar to the examples shown
in the previous figures. In a similar way. point-of-use feed-
back is provided and data is transniitted to central PC" 9 for
use in assembling the overall profile of energy usage for the
home/building.

Software operating on central PC 9, among other f1i11c—
tions. will be able to create a multi-dimensional map of
energy usage as well as prioritized listings ofwhere different
amounts of energy are used. Some examples of this capa-
bility are described next.

FIG. 16 .shows a two-dimensional plan layout for an
example home where locations for all power plugs 46, wall
switches 47. and dedicated energy using appliances 48 are
identified accordingly. This layout plan forms the basis for
energy profiling diagrams that can be presented to the user,
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thereby allowing easy identification ofenergy usage anoma-
lies or to better gttide the user in implementing more eificient
energy usage.

FIG. 17 shows the overall layout for a home where
electrical energy usage has been annotated for each of the
HMAC points deployed. A blow up view 49 of one section
of the home shows how energy usage parameters 50 can be
amtotated to show the specific energy consumption at any
EMAC location. The sample numbers shown for parameters
50 might be in instantaneous Watts. however alternatively.
these parameters could be shown as an average constunption
over a specific time period. Also. as has been previously
shown for the direct feedback energy consumption displays
incorporated into EMAC points, the energy consumption
parameters i11 F IG. 1'! could display information indicating
the cost per time of the energy consumed. again either
instantaneously or over some specific time period. The
display of FIG. 17 could easily highlight each particular
EMAC location designator in a different color according to
the level of energy being consumed. Since the diagram of
FIG. 17 is shown in black and white. the relative level of

energy consumption has been shown visually by the relative
thickness of the borders surrounding the plug or switch
EMAC point designator. For instance power plug 51 con-
suming 930 watts, the largest amount consumed of any
HMAC point within blowup 49. has the widest border.
I-EMAC point 52 having the next highest level of energy
consumption (700 watts) is shown with the second widest
border. 111 an actual software product implementing such a
display for the user, the highest energy consuming points
might be displayed in the brightest red color. while the
lowest energy consuming points might be displayed in
darkest blue. with mid ranges of consumption levels being
displayed in intermediate shades of color.

Infonnation from temperature sensors 16 is displayed
locally at the particular EMAC point for direct visual
feedback. but is also se11t to the local PC 9 for processing to
allow the creation of a temperature profile for the home.’
building. FIG. 18 shows a similar layottt plan to that of FIG.
17 except that the annotated information retiects the local
temperature at each EMAC location. FIG. 18 displays the
overall temperatttre prolile in two dimensions (for each level
of a multi—level home.t'building) and can provide feedback
(including time-related information) that can help the user
reduce (thennal) energy costs by way of a number of useful
mechanisms:

I) Areas of the homefbuilding that are being heated or
cooled unnecessarily will stand out and the user can
take the appropriate corrective action. For instance.
overheated areas 53 indicate rooms that are much hotter

than necessary, prompting the user to take corrective
action such as closing vents that are unnecessarily
open. This infomtation can also drive a n1ore elaborate
automation scheme where automated control of ther-

mal delivery ntechanisins is used. Such delivery
mechanisms are exemplified by the electrically con-
trolled wallffloor air flow registers rnariufactured by
EWC Controls of Englishtown. NJ. Other forms of
electrically controlled vents, ducts, and registers having
controllable, variable air flow are manufactured by a
number of other suppliers.

2) Software on the central PC that operates on the thennal
profile of the homefbuilding can detect thermal gradi-
ents and may be useful in pointing out areas of themial
leakage such as poor weather seals on exterior doors
and windows. Notice that IEMAC point 54 located near
a door of the home displays a temperature of65 degrees
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even though the thermostat set at 72 degrees is just
around the center. This would tend to indicate that the

seal around the door is most probably inadequate and
causing significant energy leakage. The greater the
number of temperature sensing points that are placed
around the homefbuilding. and especially within a
particular room, the more accurate a gradient profile
will be able to be produced. To further display tem-
perature gradients in a fomi familiar to most users,
additional software could display extrapolated tem-
perature gradient information in a manner similar to
that shown tor temperature profiling on weather maps.
The more temperature sensors are located i11 a particu-
lar area of the home or building, the more accurate
these extrapolated thermal gradient maps would be.

It should be noted that a profiling capability can also be
implemented on a Sman Thermostat that is network-con-
nected. Even if such a thermostat does not possess the
display size and resolution of a PC or Gateway. useful
information can still be provided. For instance. with only
one EMAC point in each room or zone in a house, the
temperature in each room or zone can be displayed. Also.
rooms that are being overheated or overcooled can be
enunciated. In one ernbodirnent, a Smart Tlterniostat could
even have a panel display and a miniature keyboard (pos-
sibly “QWF.RF.TY" style) together enabling a more capable
user interface. more familiar identification of rooms and

zones. and even a multidimensional thennal profile display.
To make accurate use of the temperature sensor infom1a—

tion, it is important that any heat energy generated in the
switch or plug receptacles not affect the measurernent. For
this reason. the temperature sensor will usually be located at
the lowest point within a switch or plug IEMAC location. It
may also be necessary to make the faceplate larger to move
the temperature sensor farther from any source of poten-
tially—intertering heat. A switch or plug location is a natural
heat generator simply due to the contact resistance where the
wiring is attached, the contact resistance of a switch, or the
resistance formed at the interface where a plug is pushed into
a receptacle socket. Additional heat can also be generated if
the HMAC location includes a corttrollillg capability where
a semiconductor device is used to clip the NC waveform—a
process having less than 100% efliciency and therefore
generating additional heat.

Other variations on a temperature sensor may be possible.
In particular. a sensor might be constrtteted where multiple
IR temperature sensing. elements are used i11 conjunction
with a prism or alternately where each sensor is directional
and is aligned in a difl'erent direction. thereby gathering
temperature information from diflerent areas of the room
such that a spatial image of the thermal gradients in the room
can be established.

I-'IG. 19 shows what can be accomplished when the
distributed temperature data collection mechanism of
EMAC points is utilized to allow a more intelligent control
of the temperature in muIti—roo1n or multi-cubicle environ-
ments while still utilizing a single thennostat (at the existing
location) to control existing heating/cooling units. FIG. 19
shows an oftice environment containing both enclosed
oiiices and an array of cubic1es—l1owever the same prin-
ciples ernbodied here can be employed in any home or
building environment employing EIUIAC points. Also. the
capabilities that will be described relative to FIG. 19 do not
require all of the previously described EMAC functionality
to be present. In fact. a system consisting of distributed
temperature sensors with some form of network interface
capability. communicating with a smarter thermostat also
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having network connnunication capability, will sufiice. Note
that a “smarter" network connected thermostat such as 55

and 58 in FIG. 19. should contain a default mode wherein

the thermostat reverts to the mode of operation of a tradi-
tional therrnostat if its ability to collect distributed tempera-
ture information is compromised, or if a switch on the
thennostat is thrown to force the thermostat into the “tradi-

tional" mode of operation.

Also. note that a similar functionality to that described
above for FIG. 19 can be achieved by having the network-
enabled temperature sensors communicate with any of a
number of intelligent controllers. including local I’(‘ 9, a
Residential Gateway, a dedicated intelligent thermal control
system. or eve11 a remote device located elsewhere oil the
Internet.

The problem being addressed in FIG. 19 is that where the
temperature observed at the thennostat location is not at all
indicative of the average temperature over the area being
served. For instance, thennostat 55 located in one ofiice

might control the heating and cooling for the entire row of
ollices. Due to variations in the ducting and vent structure.
as well as the temperature variation across the row ofoflices
during the course ofa day as the position ofthe sun changes,
it is not uncommon for some oliices to be painfully cold or
wann relative to the olfice possessing the thennostat. For
instance. without the control capability embodied in this
invention. thermostat 55 may be set to 72 degrees. tempera-
ture sensor 56 might register 70 degrees, and temperature
sensor 57 might register 80 degrees. With network con-
nected temperature sensors installed in all oliices. including
the ofiices containing sensors 56 and 57. the thermostat can
compute an average temperature over all of the offices and
control the heatingfcooling system to reach an overall cont-
promise oi‘ temperatures as shown in 1"‘ IG. I9. tltercby
eliminating the excessively hot or cool locations that would
previously have occurred.

A similar capability can be implemented for an array of
open cubicles such as cubicle array 59 where the heating and
cooling is controlled by thennostat 58 possessing a network
connection. It should be noted that the distributed tempera-
ture collection capability required to implement the func-
tionality of I’IC"r. I9 does 11ot require network connectivity
over power lines as described in most embodiments of this
invention. A smart temperature sensor connected to an
Ethernet port would suliice to implement this capability. and
in most oliice and cubicle environments today. Ethernet
connections are plentiful. Also. the existing thermostat loca-
tion and connections can be utilized with the addition of a
network connection.

A variation on the capability shown in I-‘IG. 19. and
applicable to any environment having the ability to collect
temperature information in a distributed manner. relates to a
home where multiple EMAC points have been installed
around a room or around multiple rooms. Here. a smart
thennostat comnnuiicating with these EMAC points can be
progrannned to achieve a desired temperature at a specific
location within each room during specific ti111c periods
(essentially ignoring the temperature at the thermostat
itsell]. For instance. the system could seek to achieve a
temperature of 70° in the Kitchen from 5:00 to 7:00 PM and
then seek a temperature of 70° at the Living Room couch
location front 7:00 PM to 10:00 PM.

Of course, a more desirable overall thermal result could
be achieved for scenarios similar to those described for FIG.

19 if the controlling device (sn1ar1 thermostat. PC. or other
form of intelligent processor) is also able to control the
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amount of airflow allowed through a multitude of distrib-
uted. electrically controlled. variable airflow vents. ducts. or
registers.

FIG. 20 shows how an EMAC point can ofl'er a closure
detection capability that. when connected to a closure-
sensing switch 60 on a window 63, can determine whether
the window is open or closed. While this feature certainly
has application in performing a security function. a very
common loss of energy in many homes occurs when win-
dows are inadvertently left open. Therefore such a closure
detection capability is valuable within an energy manage-
ment scheme as well. While FIG. 20 shows an additional

jack 61 on the EMAC wall outlet. the wire from the closure
sensor could connect directly with network jack 62 assum-
ing the closure sensor had an Etltemet connection capability.
FIG. 21 shows a window closure detection capability similar
to FIG. 20. except that a wireless closure sensor 64 com-
municates with wireless communication module 65 located

on the lT.MAC point. This wireless communication module
65 could be a very simple low bandwidth low-cost unit.
given the simplicity of its task, and its close proximity to the
windows within the room it services. Even a simple wireless
communication module 65 could be designed to communi-
cate with multiple wireless closure sensors 64 within a
single room.

Altemalely. wireless communication module 65 might
have a higher bandwidth capability. allowing more sophis-
ticated local communications within a room or zone. A more

sophisticated wireless communication module might be
implemented with a technology such as “I-Sluetootli". previ-
ously relerred to as an alternative local connection capability
in the description relating to FIG. 6. Such a more sophisti-
cated wireless module could still communicate with window

closure detection modules 65. but could also communicate
with any wireless network-enabled device or appliance
within the roont being served that was capable of commu-
nicating via the “Bluetooth Standard". This wireless con-
figuration can even support communication with a wireless-
enabled laptopfnotebook computer that can move about
within a room or zone.

Other standards than Bluetooth can be supported in this
way, including the IEEE 802.11 standard commonly used
today for local wireless communications. As mentioned
earlier, connnunicating between EMAC points through
power lines circumvents difliculties encountered with wire-
less corrnnunication in many home environments [including
802.11). where wireless signals often have great ditliculty
traveling through multiple walls.

In the configuration described in the previous paragraph.
there would be multiple local wireless co1nmunicationmod—
ules 65, sometimes one to a room or one to a zone if the
range of a single module can successfully penetrate a wall or
two. Each of these local modules is now essentially a host
in its own right. The ltome or building environment now
resembles a cellular phone system with multiple hosts and
zones. and requires a management scheme that may be
similar. A moveable wireless device might switch from
communicating with one particular module 65 to a different
module 65 as its location changes. Altcrnately, a wireless
client device having a fixed location. like window closure
detector 64. can be programmed to conununicatc exciti-
sively with a specific wireless communication module 65.

FIG. 22 shows a form of portableladd-on EMAC point 67
that can easily plug into an existing wall outlet plug recep-
tacle installed in electrical junction box 66. While this
capability is very similar to the power strip IEMAC point
shown in FIG. 14, it is different in that it would replace the
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cover plate on the plug receptacle at junction box 66 and
after being plugged in, would eflectively become a new
cover plate. but with considerably enhanced capabilities.
FIG. 22 also shows, in addition to previously described
temperature sensor 16 and motion detector 17. a light
intensity detector 63 that may be useful if. for instance, this
portable EMAC point is the only EMAC point installed it1 a
particular room. One of the benefits of having a portable.
easily added unit like that in FIG. 22. is that it allows the user
to purchase a limited number of IEMAC points in order to
start using their capabilities. without making a more penna-
ncnt installation by replacing actual plug receptacles or wall
switches. Therefore, it may be useful to have a light detec-
tion capability such that a profile of lighting usage can be
established by software running on central PC 9. Also notice
that portable EMAC point 67 may contain any number of
plug receptacle locations 20 {six are shown here). Having
multiple outlets not only olfers the ttser the convenience of
not having to use a multiple outlet extension cord or power
strip when more than two power constuning dcvices!appli-
ances must be plugged in. it also provides independent
e11ergy monitoring for each of these receptacle locations
thereby providing more precise infonnation on energy uti-
lization. In addition. display 14 in FIG. 22 can display the
total power constunption at the receptacle location and even
provide a wanting if the maximum allowable power level for
a receptacle assembly is being exceeded. Alternatcly. an
audio emitting transducer within unit 67 could provide a
similar warning.

When a system according to this invention is installed in
a home or building whereby a multitude of l.'~lMA(_‘. points are
distributed tliroughout multiple rooms. it then becomes
necessary to identify the location of each EMAC point in
order for software running on local PC 9 to perform profiling
of data relating to energy consumption. The larger the
quantity of EMAC points. the more complex and time-
consuming this task becomes. It therefore becomes useful to
have a mechanism to automate this process of identifying
specific El\/[AC point locations. Another related task is that
of drawing an electronic representation of the two-dirnen-
sional plan layout for the home or building that is required
for proper display of the profiling information. For most
existing homes. and even some new homes, this electronic
representation will either be nonexistent or inconvenient to
gain access to. A method for automatically creating an
electronic plan layottt and, at the same time, identifying all
EMAC points. would be both ellicient and useful.

Portable EMAC identification unit 70, shown in FIG. 23,
can be used to perfonn this capability. This particular unit
relies on a wireless antenna '71 constructed in such a manner

that when receiving signals fiorn multiple transmission
beacons, the position of unit 70 can be accurately deter-
mined through triangulation. Principles such as those used in
the GPS (Global Positioning System) may be utilized where
the beacons and receiver all contain synchronized clocks and
signal travel times from difierent beacons (similar in concept
to GPS satellites) are compared—the position being deter-
mined by triangulation. Difierent frequencies and signal
strengths would have to be used to enable the penetration of
walls of the home or building.

Altemately. a similar system can be constructed where
unit 7!} contains a transponder. The transponder echoes each
signal received back to the source beacon where the distance
is determined by phase shift information that is then com-
municated back to unit 70. EMAC‘ identification unit 70 can

identify l"iMA(_" locations by plugging into a power plug 72.
or simply by placing it adjacent to a power consuming
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switch. or a device with dedicated wiring. and indicating
through integral keypad 73 or optional keyboard 74. the
device being located. As will be explained later in FIG. 27.
each EMAC point may have an integral serial number that
can be used as part of the identification process.

FIG. 24 shows art overall view of a home or building
where identification unit 70 receives signals from a plurality
of wireless transmission beacons 75. The exact placement of
these beacons may not be critical since, once a reference
point has been established for identification unit 70. only
relative position information is necessary to establish the
locations of FEMAC points. as well as the dimensions and
layout plan of the home or building. If it is desirable to
determine EMAC locations in three dimensions. a third

beacon located at a diiferent elevation setting from the initial
two beacons 75 may be added. Accordingly. the antennae on
identification unit 70 would have to be enhanced to allow

position detection in three dimensions. More than three
beacons may be useful in some circumstances where signals
have dilliculty penetrating the building structure in some
places.

In fact. given proper liequencies along with the appro-
priate circuitry and antenna system within the identification
unit. it would be possible to establish positions with a
resolution of distances to a fraction of an inch. In this case.

the system described in FIG. 24 is also capable ofbecorning
a measurement system. Such a measuretnent system could
be developed and used independent of any specific use
relative to energy or tl1en11al information, being used solely
as a senti-automatic way to obtain precise dimensions of an
existing home or building in order to create an accurate
drawing. The need to create an accurately dimensioned
drawing of an existing home or building occurs quite
frequently when modifications to an existing structure are
being planned.

FIG. 25 shows how audio information, in particular
music. can be transmitted via a digital comntunications
circuit through power lines, thereby enabling an audio
output node unit 76 containing a Speaker 77 as well as
intertace circuit 78. Interface circuit 78 would have the

ability to receive and transmit information as well as convert
a digital audio stream to an amplified signal capable of
driving Speaker 7?. Interface circuit 78 may also contain
some form of remote control receiver 79 which could be

either infrared or wireless. With this remote control capa-
bility included. interface circuit 78 may also contain a
transmit capability such that any control requests can be
forwarded to similar audio output nodes andfor to the source
of the audio infomtation via the powerline network.

FIG. 26 shows how the integral display contained in many
of the EMAC points of this invention could be constructed
as a general purpose video panel display 80. Of course,
video display 80 could provide all of the energy-related
information described for variations of integral display 14
shown in earlier figures. In addition. given a connection with
suflicient bandwidth (either digital or via analog video
signal), display 80 can show a picture captured by any video
camera 15 within the home or building. or alternately can
display video information being transferred to the home or
building via the lnteniet. Essentially, this creates a “video
intercom" capability. When combined with audio intercom
18. a multimedia intercom capability is created, which can
be controlled either by control buttons 118 located on the
assembly. or by voice recognition commands. or both. For
instance. by observing a video display in the master bed-
rtoont. a user could check for activity in diffcrcttt rooms
throughout the house. This capability is further enhanced if
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the user can initiate a conunand that controls lighting
throughout the house. thereby illuminating the rooms to be
observed. Similarly. lights illuminating the outside perim-
eter of the house can be controlled, and video cameras

mounted so as to observe these areas and supply informrttion
that can be viewed on display 80. The form of control
buttons 118 in FIG. 26 can be expanded to include a lighted
keypad to allow command input regarding what rootn is to
be observed andfor illuminated. Such a keypad could have
specific buttonsfkeys that are marked with the names of the
particular rooms that might be observed.

Another use of display 88 is to enable interactive video
conferencing, not just within the home. but with someone
located at a remote location via the Internet. Although such
video conferencing is of course possible on any PC given an
attached camera. the unit shown in FIG. 26 allows a more

spontaneous form of conferencing. For instance. a parent.
while at work. might observe the activity of a child at home
and spontaneously initiate a conference via the assembly
shown in FIG. 26 which is directly accessible to the child in
whatever room they happen to be.

As mentioned earlier. in order to properly identify EMAC
points within a home or building. some form of integral
serialization for each EMAC unit may be desired. This can
be accomplished in a number of manners. the simplest being
to add a form of programmable memory within one of the
integrated circuits contained within the EMAC unit. During
the manufacturing process, each EMAC unit would then be
briefly connected to a progra.m111ing system tl1at would
install a unique serial number in each l.iMA(_' unit. However.
it may be overly expensive to include a memory chip. or
build any of the required semiconductor devices on a
process capable of supporting electrically programmable
memory. If the cost of this method is prohibitive. an alter-
native approach would be to include some fonn of electri-
cally scan-able matrix tilt at PCB (Printed Circuit Board)
within the unit._ such as n1atrix 81 shown in FIG. 2'7. This

matrix is scanned by applying patterns to the wires oriented
along a first axis while observing the values that appear on
the wires oriented along the axis orthogonal to the first axis.
thereby scaruung the tnatrix and determining which ii1tcr-
sections arc connected and which are not. If the matrix is

comprised ofwiring traces on the PCB. it would be normal
to initially have the matrix fully connected at each intersec-
tion. and then selectively delete connections at certain
intersections in order to affect the programming pattern for
the serial number.

This deletion could be performed by a number ofmetltods
including laser cutting. or use of a burnable fuse structure at
each matrix intersection. all of which are-techniques known
in the art. An alternative to deleting conductive material at
a matrix intersection would be to have the ability to selec-
tively add conductive material at selected intersections and
to have all matrix intersections start out in an electrically
tmconnected state.

EMAC points are also quite useful at the exterior of a
home or building as shown for a light mounted on exterior
wall 84 of a home or building i11 I-‘l(:i. 28. Here, junction box
extension unit 82 is added between exterior electrical jtinc-
tion box 83 and exterior light 87. Extension unit 82 has both
motion detector 85 and video camera 86 attached and also

includes a circuit for controlling exterior light 87. Also
included in extension tutit 82 is a communication circuit

capable of sending digital information to and from any
remote device by way of the electrical power line available
at the junction box. Video infonnation is digitized. com-
pressed. and sent over the powerline con1n1unicatio11 link.
Also. motion detecl'ion information. temperature informa-
tion, and power consumption infomiation for light 87 can
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also be transmitted in a similar manner. Exterior light 8'7 can
also be controlled remotely via the commtmications link.

Note that, in this specification. where a single video
camera is shown as part of an assembly. multiple video
cameras can also be included within the same assembly
thereby covering a larger overall viewing area. Also. n1ul-
tiplc cameras w'itl1in the same assembly may also share seine
of the video compression circuitry and other support cir-
cuitry that may also exist in the assembly.

Where it is desired to conceal the surveillance camera. a

pinhole camera like that shown in FIG. 29 may be used.
Here. image sensor 88 is mounted behind pinhole 89 in wall
plug face plate 90. using the normal location for the mount-
ing screw to hide the pinhole. The face plate may be secured
to junction box 92 by way of mounting studs 93.

Typically_. security control panels are mounted centrally in
the home. usually near an entrance or sometimes in a central
location such as the kitchen. They typically require special
mounting and wiring. The Security “QuikV'"1ew" panel
shown in I-‘IG. 30 is compact and is designed to mount at a
standard jtutction box location such as switchplate 94 as
demonstrated in FIG. 30. Here. video display 96 can show
surveillance activity in other rooms in the house. Lighted
Buttons 95 can choose which room in the house will have its

camera image displayed. Also, upon pressing any of these
buttons. a control signal can be sent via powerline or
wireless communications to a light in the chosen room to
turn on that light to provide a better view or alternately
frighten an intruder. If the remote surveillance cameras
distribtlted arottnd the home have infrared detection capa-
bility. am intruder may be observed without additional light-
ing. In such cases. the remote activation of conventional
lights would mostly be used for signaling the intruder to
leave or alternately capturing a better image of the intruder
on a conventional image sensor which may also be present
in the camera. Thus it may be useful to incorporate cameras
that have image sensors for both visible and infra red
spectrums. Motion detection may be used as described
previously in this specification. The detection of motion in
a particular room may automatically cause the correspond-
ing camera’s image to be displayed.

The Quikfiew Panel of FIG. 30 may be easily mounted
in the master bedroom by installing at any wall switch
location. However. most home intrusions happen in the night
when the occupant is in bed. Requiring the occupant to get
out of bed. walk to the Quiklfiew panel amd, while half-
awakc. operate the controls is not the optimal scenario. A
better solution is shown in FIG. 3] where the QuikView
Panel has been packaged in a display and control [Qlllk-
View) console tmit 98 suitable for use on a conventional
bedside table as shown in inset image 97. Console unit 98
includes a flat panel display 99 which may. in some embodi-
ments also be a touchscreen display. Lighted buttons 10!)
may be included to choose which roo1n‘s camera is dis-
played and also to optionally control lights in a particular
room. The function of these buttons may also be imple-
mented in “sofi" buttons where the name of the correspond-
ing room is annotated on the display or alternately the entire
button appears on the display and is activated by :1 touch-
screen capability. Motion indicators 101 may be included
separately or on the display. Direct access buttons 102 for
signaling the police and or the security company may be
included as shown. These provide easy access when the
occupant is half-awake. An intercom may be included and
activated by button 103. The intercom speaker and micro-
phone 104 also allow the occupant to communicate with the
police (essentially a speakerphone capability). without hav-
ing to pickup and dial a phone. when a phone line is
connected to the console unit.
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FIG. 32 shows an alternate approach based o11 the con-
figuration shown in FIG. 31 where the screen on [lat panel
display 99 is split into 4 quadrants, each on showing the
image for a diflerent room. Different numbers of split
regions may be used.

In FIGS. 30-35, mode buttons marked A, R and ii are
shown as examples of mode controls that might be utilized
with the invention. For instance. the button marked R might
provide :1 mechanism for choosing a particular room in a
home while the button marked A might initiate the action of 1D
advancing from one mode to another for the chosen room.
The button marked E could function as an enter button.

thereby causing actions to be taken relative to the mode
configuration desired.

Typically. there is little room on most bedside tables. and
the space for a surveillance monitor may be an issue for the
occupant. Therefore. it is useful to combine the Quikl/iew
console with other common bedside functions such as an

alarm elocldradio. and possibly also a phone andfor a TV.
FIG. 33 shows a elockfradio function included in the con-

sole. As shown, display 99 might show only the clock
function until a motion detector in another room is activated.

Then the display would change to include room images as
shown in FIG. 32. FIG. 34. or some variation. in FIG. 33,
microphone 106 is shown facing the occupant while speaker
107 has been moved to the side where there is Inore space.
Volume and tuning controls 108 have been added for the
radio and time set buttons 105 are added for the clock

function. Radio tuning and clock operation can also be
accomplislied through a remote control. FIG. 34 shows the
clock included in one of the four display quadrants with
surveillance images in the other three quadrants. Note that a
phone cradle could be molded into the top ofthe console and
:1 telephone (probably cordless) could be added to the
console system to fiirther save space on the bedside table.
When a telephone handset is included, note that it may be
desirable to delete intercom microphone and speaker 104.

l'~'I('i. 35 carries the concept of a multi-litnction Security
QuikV"iew console even further and adds a personal TV" to
the system. Remote control 109 is used for most TV func-
tions and mode control buttons 110 have been added as an

alternate means to select the primary mode of the console.
A headphone jack can also be provided for listening to the
radio or TV. Alternately. headphones could be wireless.

*$*$**

Therefore. a surveillance and control system intended to
minimize the possibility of personally confronting an
intruder has been described. Also, given the vantage point
afforded by a typical wall switch located at the entry to a
room as well as other standard junction box locations, video
cameras may be easily added in different rooms in the home.

It should be understood that the particular embodiments
described above are only illustrative of the principles of the
present invention, and various modifications could be made
by those skilled hi the art without departing from the scope
and spirit of the invention. Thus. the scope of the present
invention is limited only by the claims that follow.

What is claimed is:

l. A compact display and control console suitable for use
on a bedside table in a bedroom including:

a display for displaying video images sent from video
cameras located hi a plurality of rooms in a home,
where said video cameras are capable of capturing said
video images under both low lighting and bright light-
ing conditions; and
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split screen capability for viewing one or more images
from multiple rooms at the same time in different
portions of the display area. and where the choice of
which images to display is automatically made accord-
ing to motion detectors located in the rooms;

buttons for remotely controlling lights in corresponding
rooms such that said lights may initially be ofl'and then
may be remotely turned on by the user in order to
frighten an intruder or obtain a better view of an
intruder; and

motion indicators for informing the user which rooms in
the home contain a potential intruder; and

at least one direct access button enabling I.hc user to signal
the police or a security company that an intruder has
been detected.

2. The display and control console of claim 1, also
including a alarm clock function that when displayed. occu-
pies either the full screen or one of the portions of the splitscreen.

3. The display and control console of claim 1. also
including a radio function.

4. The display and control console of claim 1. also
including a TV function.

5. A compact display and control console suitable for use
on a bedside table in a bedroom including:

a display for displaying video images sent from video
cameras located in a plurality ofrooms in a home where
said video cameras are capable of capturing said video
images under both low lighting and bright lighting
conditions: and

split screen capability for viewing one or tnore images
from multiple rooms at the same time in different
portions ol‘ the display area. and where the choice of
which images to display is automatically made accord-
ing to motion detectors located in the rooms: and

buttons for remotely controlling lights in corresponding
rooms such that said lights may initially be ofl" and then
may be remotely turned on by the user in order to
frighten an intruder or obtain a better view of an
intruder; and

motion indicators for ittformittg the user which rooms in
the home contain a potential intruder; and

at least one direct access button enabling the user to signal
the police or a security company that an intruder has
been detected; and

an alarm clock function that when displayed. occupies
either the full screen or one ofthe portions of the split
screen; and

a radio function.

6. The display and control console of claim 5. also
including a TV function.

'7. A compact display and control console suitable for use
on a bedside table in a bedroom including:

a display for displaying video images sent from video
cameras located in a plurality of rooms in a home,
where said video cameras are capable of capturing said
video images under both low lighting and bright light-
ing conditions. and where the choice of which images
to display may optionally be automatically made
according to motion detectors located in the rooms:

buttons for remotely controlling lights in corresponding
rooms such that said lights may initially be olf and then
may be remotely turned on by the user in order to
frighten an intruder or obtain a better view of an
intruder; and
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at least one direct access button enabling the user to signal
the police or a security company that an intmder has
been detected;

an alarm clock function; and
a radio function.

8. The display and control console of claim 7. also
including a TV fiinction.

9. The display and control console of claim 7, also
including optional split screen capability for viewing one or
more images from multiple rooms at the same time in
different portions of the display area.

It). A video surveillance. communications. and control

system for the home comprising:
A plurality of video cameras located in a plurality of

rooms in a home. where said video cameras are capable
of capturing video images under both low lighting and
bright lighting conditions: and

A plurality of motion detectors in diflerent rooms in a
home for sensing which rooms contain a potential
intruder: and

A plurality of lights in diflerent rooms in a home. said
lights being remotely controllable; and

A compact display and control console suitable for use o11
a bedside table in a bedroom wherein said console

displays video images sent front said video cameras
and where said console includes:

split screen capability for viewing one or more images
from multiple rooms at the same time in different
portions of the display area_. and where the choice of
which images to display may optionally be automati-
cally made acconding to motion detectors located in
the rooms;

buttons for remotely control ling lights in corresponding
rooms such that said lights may initially be oh‘ and
then may be remotely turned on by the user in order
to frighten an intruder or obtain a better view of an
intruder: and

motion indicators for informing the user which rooms
in the home contain a potential intruder; and

at least one direct access button enabling the user to
silently signal the police or security company that an
intruder ltas been detected.

11. The display and control console of claim 10. also
including an alarm clock function that when displayed.
occupies either the full screen or one of the portions of the
split screen.
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12. The display and control console of claim 10, also
including a radio ftutction.

13. A method for interacting with a home intruder, a
security service, and law enforcement officials comprising
the steps of:

observing the presence and behavior of a potential home
intruder o11 a compact display and control console
suitable for use on a bedside table in a home bedroom,

said console including a display for displaying video
images sent from video cameras located in a plurality
of rooms in a home, where said video cameras are

capable of capturing said video images under both low
lighting and bright lighting conditions; and

passively discerning, by the user, the presence of an
intruder in low lighting conditions; and

generating a silent alarm message by pressing at least one
direct access button on said console. by the user. said
alarm message being sent to a security service or law
enforcement oflzicials; and

pressing at least one of a plurality of buttons on said
console. by the user. for remotely controlling lights in
corresponding rooms such that said lights may initially
be off and then may be remotely turned on by the user
in order to frighten an intruder or obtain a better view
of an intruder.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein said console also

includes optional split screen capability for viewing one or
more images from multiple rooms at the same time in
difi'erent portions of the display area.

15. lhe method of claim 13. wherein said console also

includes motion indicators for informing the user which
rooms in the home contain a potential intntder.

16. The method of claim 14. wherein motion detectors in
the rooms are used to determine which rooms are viewed on

the split screen in the diflerent portions of the display area
on said console.

17. The method of claim 14, wherein said console also

includes an alarm clock function that when displayed. occu~
pics either the full screen or one of the portions of the split
SCTCC‘]'l.


